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Free dress up games: ever want to dress up as a girl or a boy? you can do it right on your phone in a
really cool game! follow the instructions and download your own game of dress up fun right to your
mobile phone.Q: Use of 'or' with the phrases "the same as" or "the opposite of" I was wondering if I
can use ‘or’ with the phrases “the same as” and “the opposite of”? For example: She had one can of
paint for colouring her wall or she had her can of airbrush. I think the phrase “one can of paint for
colouring her wall or she had her can of airbrush” implies that she used only one type of paint.
Therefore, I think it should be changed to She had one can of paint for colouring her wall or she had
her can of airbrush. So, can I use ‘or’ with the phrases “the same as” and “the opposite of”? A: Both
"the same as" and "the opposite of" are idiomatic constructions. "The same as" is a phrasal verb,
while "the opposite of" is a phrasal adverb. They are idiomatic because they are a sort of code for
"exactly the opposite of" or "in the exact same way as." Both constructions mean the same thing, just
by way of different structures. So, "The same as" can be turned into "The opposite of" with this: "The
same as" => "The opposite of" = "in the exact same way as" EXAMPLE: The same as I didn't get
very much sleep last night, my friends might think that I'm a little out of it today. The opposite of/in
the exact same way as EXAMPLE: The opposite of that is that. The same as: The opposite of/in the
exact same way as I didn't get very much sleep last night, my friends might think that I'm a little out
of it today. One can of paint for colouring her wall = Color the wall with one can of paint. Q:
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